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+78362323832 - https://vasya-shavi.com

Here you can find the menu of Shavi in Yoshkar-Ola. At the moment, there are 22 meals and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Shavi:

interesting kitchen, unusual. self-service! here is vasia from guangzhou. Chinese and Georgian cuisine. the
average check for 1 is 600 rubles. if there are many people, the quality of the dishes undercooked rice or

something else falls. but I recommend kharcho, tom yam, fattest khachapuri, manti are not bad, tomatensalat is
good, spring rolls with salmon. oh yes! wein on hahn is excellent! read more. The restaurant also offers the

possibility to sit outside and have something in nice weather, and there is no-charge WiFi. What User doesn't like
about Shavi:

from the 3 dresses ordered was not delicious. fresh salad, tomato directly with the stem cut, dried tweepers. all
three did not serve khinkali for the first time, they broke one. the third was given with a string. it tastes like

nothing, a zilantro in mouth. chakhokhbili is a fresh, seemingly unsightly chaos. by the way, they didn't even
apologize. read more. At Shavi in Yoshkar-Ola, you get a tasty brunch for breakfast and you can eat as much as
you want indulge, There are also some international menus to choose from on the menu. You have the option to,

after the meal (or during it), also relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Indulge in the
impressive view of the delicious decorations of the meals and also enjoy a excellent view of some of the nearby

places.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Soup�
KHARCHO

Main�
AJAPSANDALI

Antipast�
PKHALI

Starter�
POKÉ BOWL

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Vin�
VINO DE LA CASA

Ve� Entree�
PORIYAL

Hoofdgerech�
CHAKHOKHBILI

Raw & Cure�
DOLMAS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Salad�
TOMATO SALAD

TOMATO SALAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TURKEY

FISH

PIZZA

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

TRAVEL

BEEF

CHICKEN

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

MUSHROOMS
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